
The families of terminally ill patients are physically affected by their 
loved one's illness. Caring for a loved one who is terminally ill can be 
exhausting and extremely stressful. The reason for this is that family 
members must give constant attention and care to terminally ill 
patients, who are unable to care for themselves. They must spend 
time with them, bathe, and feed them. If the patient can't move, they 
must lift them. As a result of these physical demands, family members 
often end up experiencing stress-related illnesses, such as anxiety, 
tension headaches, and digestive disorders, among others. 
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Which of the ways of supporting above are used in the paragraph 
below? Label the paragraph to indicate the type of support. 

Topic Sentence: Notifying community residents when a sex-offender moves into their neighborhood 
will lead to harassment or physical harm coming to the offender. 

Notifying community residents when a sex offender moves into 
their neighborhood will lead to harassment or physical harm 
coming to the offender. This is what happened in Detroit when 
neighbors of Will Smith, a suspected child molester, mobbed his 
apartment and posted signs such as "Child Molester Lives Here." 
When he didn't move they set fire to his house. In the end, Mr. 
Smith was forced to move in order to avoid future persecution. 
Released sex offenders are persecuted and harassed because 
community residents become very afraid for the safety of their 
kids when they learn that a released sex offender has moved into 
their community. If community members do not accept the 
released sex offender, he will never be able to live in peace, have 
a job, or make friends; in other words, he will never lead a 
normal life. To avoid the persecution of released sex offenders, 
they should continue to be supervised by law enforcement 
agencies and to receive rehabilitation treatment. Supervision and 
continued rehabilitation of the released sex offenders will ensure 
the safety of the children and the released sex offender's 
successful reintegration into society. 
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